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Abstract— The hub of this article is a search on the behavior 

of the (1,2) Blast domination number for total graphs of some 

particular graphs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION [5] 

Let         be a simple finite, undirected and 

connected graph. Generally, for a graph   we denote 

               and      for its vertex set, edge set, 

maximum and minimum degree respectively. Degree of a 

vertex   is denoted by     . For any graph theoretic 

terminology, we refer Chartrand and Lesniak [2].  

Domination in graphs has become an important area of 

research in graphs as evidenced by the many results 

contained in two books by Haynes, Hedetniemi and Slater 

(1998) [4]. A variety of connectedness has been studied in 

the literature by considering the existence of a path between 

any two vertices. A communication network in which a 

communicating node can send a message to two stations at 

one stretch will be more effective and economic. Such an 

optimization leads to the concept of triple connected graphs. 

The concept of triple connected graphs was introduced by 

Paulraj Joseph et.al [8].  

Murugesan et.al introduced the (1,2) domination in 

graphs. They also introduced the line, middle and central 

graphs of path    , cycle     and star       graphs. The 

related ideas regarding these graphs can be seen in [10] [11]. 

Vernold Vivin and Venkatachalam introduced some wheel 

graph families of Total graphs. 

G. Mahadevan et.al introduced the concept of Blast 

domination number of a graph with real life application and 

also introduced the Blast domination number for central and 

total graph of star (2017) and  - obrazom (2018) graphs. 

Thus we have done a search on the behavior of our new 

parameter over the total graph of a variety of the graphs. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

Definition 2.1 [12] 

The  -Sunlet graph of    vertices is obtained by 

attaching   pendant edges to the cycle    and is denoted by 

    

Definition 2.2 [6] 
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For any integer    , a Wheel graph    (i.e, cone of a 

cycle) of order       –wheel is a graph that contains a 

cycle of order     , for which every vertex in the cycle is 

connected to one new vertex. 

Definition 2.3 [1] 

The helm graph    is the graph obtained from an  -wheel 

graph by joining a pendant edge at each vertices of the 

cycle. Let                               
                                        
subscript modulo        

                   
                           

Definition 2.4 

A Comb graph is a Caterpillar in which each vertex in the 

path is joined to exactly one pendent vertex. 

Definition 2.5 [6] 

A graph   is said to be triple connected, if any three 

vertices of   lie on a path. 

Definition 2.6 [6] 

A non-empty subset   of   of vertices in a graph   
      is said to be a dominating set, if each vertices, v in   

is either an element of   or it is adjacent to an element of  . 

The domination number is the minimum cardinality taken 

over all such connected dominating sets of  . 

Definition 2.7 [6] 

A non-empty subset   of   of vertices in a graph, 

        is called a connected dominating set, if every 

vertex of         is adjacent to at least one vertex in   

and the induced sub graph     is connected. The 

connected domination number is the minimum cardinality 

taken over all such connected dominating sets of  . 

Definition 2.8 [6] 

A non-empty subset   of   of a connected graph   is 

called a Blast dominating set (or) BD-set, if   is a connected 

dominating set and the induced sub graph       is 

triple connected. The minimum cardinality taken over all 

such Blast dominating sets is called the Blast domination 

number of   and is denoted by
)(Gtc

c .  

Definition 2.9 [7] 

A non-empty subset VD   is called a (1,2)- 

dominating set in a graph         having the property 

that for every vertex   in     there is atleast one vertex in 

  at distance 1 from   and a second vertex in   at distance  
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atmost 2 from  .The order of the smallest (1,2)- dominating 

set of   is called the (1,2)- domination number of   denoted 

by             

Definition 2.10[12] 

Let   be a graph with vertex set      and edge set       
The total graph [3] of  , denoted by      is defined in the 

following way. The vertex set of      is           and 

Two vertices     of      are adjacent in     , if either  

(i)     in      and   is adjacent to   in   (or) 

(ii)     in      and     are adjacent in   (or)  

(iii)   is in        is in       and     are incident in     

3. MAIN RESULT 

(1,2)- Blast Domination Number for Some Total Graphs 

 In this section (1,2)- Blast domination number of total 

graphs of some special classes of graphs are obtained also 

exact values for some standard graphs discussed. 

Definition 3.1 

A non-empty subset   of   of a graph         is said 

to be (1,2)- Blast dominating set having property that, for 

every vertex   in    , there is at least one vertex in   at 

distance 1 from   and a second vertex in   at distance 

almost 2 from   and also      is a connected dominating 

set, the induced sub graph       is triple connected. 

The minimum cardinality taken over all minimal (1,2) - 

Blast dominating set is called the (1,2)- Blast domination 

number and is denoted by 
).()2,1( Gtc

c
  

Theorem 3.2 

For any Path                 
               

 Proof  

Let                 and                        
  . By the definition of total graph,       can be obtained 

by subdividing each edge of    exactly once in       and 

joining all these middle vertices of adjacent edges of    and 

also joining the adjacent vertices of   . Let               

be the vertex corresponding to    and  

                     
                
In which the vertices            induces a path of 

order     and the vertices adjacent to             
Since we need a connected dominating set, so, let us 

presume              dominates the vertices    of 

      and simultaneously its complement       is 

triple connected in      .Thus we get our blast dominating 

set. Hence   
              

In       we can see that every vertex in     there is a 

vertex    which is the first vertex of distance 1 and a second 

vertex    which is of at distance 2. Clearly, it forms a (1,2)- 

dominating set.  

Now the presume result              holds for 

       Therefore, the minimum (1,2)- Blast dominating set 

of the total graph of Path    is        

Result 3.3 

Let   be the total graph of the path graph of length 

         Then, 

(i)          
   

 
  

(ii)                  
(iii)                  

Observation 3.4 

 (i) Every   
           is an (1,2) dominating set but 

converse is not true. 

(ii) Every   
           is not an equitable dominating 

set but            is an equitable dominating set. 

Theorem 3.5 

For any Cycle                
             

Proof 

Let    be the cycle graph of order      with vertices 

          . Let                     be the edges 

of cycle   . By the definition of total graph,       can be 

obtained by subdividing each edge                
     of    exactly once in       and joining all these 

middle vertices of adjacent edges of    and also joining the 

adjacent vertices of    . Let the vertices of       be labeled 

by  

                    

                                            

               and since           and 

          ,in which the set of vertices          } 

induces a cycle graph of order n also    induces a cycle of 

order  . 

Consider               We get the blast 

dominating set whose induced sub graph     is 

connected and simultaneously its complement       is 

triple connected in        Thus,   
           . 

In       we note that every vertex in       there 

exists a first vertex    which is of distance 1 and a second 

vertex      is of at distance 2. Clearly, it forms a (1,2)- 

dominating set. Now the presume result           
   holds for        Therefore the minimum (1,2)- Blast 

dominating set of total graph of cycle    is     

Result 3.6 

Let   be the total graph of the Cycle graph of order     
   Then, 

              
 

 
  

                            

Observation 3.7 

Every total graph of cycle graph is an equitable 

dominating set if and only if       is also an equitable 

dominating set.  

Theorem 3.8 

For any Wheel                  
             .  

 Proof 

 Let                        and let          

                                    

where    is the vertex of       corresponding to the edge  
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       of    (          The apex   adjacent to all 

ther spokes             and the vertices    of       

except   . Let us choose and start with any one of the 

vertices corresponding to the spoke edges in   . Now fix   , 

clearly    is adjacent to all the vertices of      . Since 

        dominates all the vertices of       whose     

is connected and simultaneously, its complement    
   is triple connected in        Hence   

              
From        let us presume the apex        adjacent to 

the spoke          and other vertices of          Here 

the spoke    there is a first vertex   is of distance 1 and 

second vertex    is of distance 2. Also each vertex    the 

there is a first vertex    in   is of distance 1 and second 

vertex   in   is of distance 2. Clearly, the set         it 

forms a (1,2) dominating set but the induced graph    
      is disconnected. Therefore,          is not a 

blast dominating set. Now, again choose and start with the 

vertex     From the apex   the first vertex    is of distance 1 

and second vertex      is of distance atmost 2. It forms a 

(1,2)- dominating set which is triple connected. By the 

presumed condition, clearly it will form a (1,2)-blast 

dominating set. Therefore,        
            . 

Result 3.9 

For the total graph of Wheel graph of order          
Then  

                                

                    

Observation 3.10 

If   is (1,2) dominating set in       if and only if 

      is also (1,2) dominating set in        
Theorem 3.11 

For any Sunlet graph                 
             

Proof 

Let                    and          
      

                  . By the definition of total 

graph,                     
            be the 

vertices of        The vertices    induces a cycle of order . 

The set of vertices    
         forms a cycle with each 

vertex joining any two edges    
      

   to the apex    which 

are independent. Since the set of vertices       
    

      
   is adjacent to    in        

Since we need a connected dominating set so, let us 

presume                  is connected 

dominating set in and simultaneously, whose       is 

triple connected in        In        fix   
  then there is a 

vertex    which is of distance 1 and second vertex      is at 

distance 2. Successively, fix the apex    and   
  then there is 

a vertex    at distance 1 and second vertex of distance 

atmost 2. Clearly    will be a (1,2)- dominating set in        
Now the presume result              holds. 

Therefore, minimum (1,2)- Blast dominating set of total 

graph of Sunlet graph is     

Result 3.12 

For the total graph of Sunlet graph of order      . 

Then  

                                

                   

Observation 3.13 

(i) Every        
           is a blast dominating set but 

      can’t form a blast dominating set. 

(ii)Also         it forms a (1,2) dominating set which is 

not always blast dominating set in          

Theorem 3.14 

For any Helm graph                
              

Proof 

Let                         
    

          
                                     
                       For each          the set of 

vertices    
                 

      
    of       induces a clique 

of order 5. Also the set of vertices {   
            

induces a clique      of order      Since the apex   is 

adjacent to all the spokes   
  and the vertex   . Let us choose 

   which dominates all the vertices         
        

        of 

      which is connected. Let us consider     , whose  
   is connected dominating set and simultaneously its 

complement       is triple connected in        Thus 

  
             

In       we see that, let us fix apex   there is the first 

vertex    is that of distance one and second vertex      is at 

distance atmost 2. Consequently, let us fix    
       

       in 

      there is atleast one vertex is of distance atmost 2 

in    It form a (1,2) blast dominating set. Now the presume 

result              holds. Therefore, the minimum 

(1,2)- Blast dominating set of total graph of Helm graph is 

   

Result 3.15 

For any total graph of Helm graph of order      . 

Then  

                                 

                 
                    

Observation 3.16 

(i)Every dominating set is a (1,2) –dominating set in 

      .  

(ii)Every blast dominating set is a (1,2) –dominating set 

in       

Theorem 3.17 

For any Fan graph                
              

 

 
     

Proof 

By the definition of total graph each edge             
  of      is subdivided by a new vertex    and for   

                   is subdivided by a vertex     

Define                   
         

                        Since      
    

     induces a clique of order     in          The apex  

is adjacent to all the other vertices of      and it dominates 

all the vertices of         except the vertex     The induced  
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graph   
  is adjacent to all the vertices of     

  also joining to 

   and    Let us consider           ,whose induced 

subgraph     is connected dominating set and 

simultaneously, the induced subgraph of its complement 

      is triple connected in          It has been proved 

that blast domination number exists for        . 

In        , fix as   
  there exists a first vertex   at distance 

1 and second vertex    or      is at distance atmost 2 in  . 

So this will form a (1,2)- blast dominating set. Now the 

presume result           holds. Therefore, the 

minimum (1,2)- Blast dominating set of the total graph of 

Fan graph is  
 

 
    .  

Result 3.18 

For the total graph of Fan graph of order     . Then  

                                      

                     

Theorem 3.19 

Let      be a Complete Bipartite graph on   and 

  vertices respectively. Then        
                

Proof  

By the definition of total graph, let     be the newly 

introduced vertex in the edge connecting    and    

in           Here      Let                     

      
                             Here 

the apex   and    are adjacent to each other. It incident with 

  and   edges. 

Let us presume              which is connected and 

the its complement is triple connected        . Now, let us 

get the blast domination number of             

In          we see that the vertices in       there is 

a vertex which is of distance 1 and second vertex is of 

distance atmost 2.Thus it satisfies (1,2)-domination 

condition. Now the presume result holds for           

Therefore,         
               .  

Result 3.20 

For any total graph of Complete Bipartite graph, here 

       

                                    

                     

                    

Theorem 3.21 

For any Comb graph           
              

Proof  

 Let   be a graph with vertex set,                
where                              and 

                               In which the 

vertices    induces a path of order   and the vertex is 

adjacent to    and    of       and it is also connected. 

Clearly    and    is triple connected. Thus we get        
forms a blast dominating set of        

In       we can note that the every vertex of    and     

in     there is atleast one vertex in   which is of at 

distance 1 and a second vertex which is of at distance 

atmost 2. It will forms a (1,2)- dominating set. Therefore, 

the minimum (1,2)- Blast dominating set of total graph of 

Comb graph is    

Result 3.22 

For any total graph of Comb graph,     e      

(i)             
(ii)                   

                    

Observation 3.22 

Every   
  -set is a neighbourhood connected dominating 

set in the total graph of path, cycle, wheel, helm, fan, sunlet, 

complete bipartite and comb graphs. 

Observation 3.23 

Let G be a 3-regular graph on 8 vertices. Then 

       
         

 Exact values for some standard graphs 

(i) For any Complete graph of order      we get 

       
         

(ii) For any wheel graph      we have        
         

(iii) For any Fan Graph    , we get        
        . 

(iv) For any Complete Bipartite graph      we get 

       
           

4. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we computed the exact values of the (1,2)-

blast domination number for some total graphs. In our 

further work, blast dominating set of Middle graphs of some 

more special classes of graphs are under investigation. 
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